
Ewe 120123 was born a triplet on 17/8/2012 and was 
sired by NZ Coopworth, Marlow 144. The Coopworth 
line on the dam side was nothing extraordinary, 
however the great grand sire on the dam side was a 
Coopdale which started a long line of good fertility 
and positive eye muscle.

On 24/9/2013 she produced twins and raised one of 
them to be weaned at 32kg. The following April she 
weighed 50kg, she now weighs 58kg.

Including 2017 she has had FIVE lambing 
opportunities, has had 14 lambs and has raised 11 
of them. In 2016 she raised her TWO sons and one 
daughter to a total weaning weight of 117kg at 107 
days of age.

The interpretation of all these figures shows she has 
moderate growth figures, the difference between 
post weaning weight (Pwt) and yearling weight (Ywt) 

is negligible meaning she is a curve bender resulting 
in smaller adult size. She has some eye muscle, 
good worm tolerance (negative Pfec) and she has 
high fertility. What can’t be seen in the ASBVs is her 
extraordinary mothering ability which enables her 
to keep all her lambs together and provide them 
with adequate nutrition which meant, in 2016, she 
weaned twice her own body weight. She has had no 
preferential treatment and has been run as part of the 
mob. She is our highest index ewe, however there are 
many ewes of this type within the flock.

These are the type of sheep we have been striving to 
develop over all these years of breeding. They don’t 
have to be big sheep, just good all-rounders that 
handle difficult conditions well and at the end of the 
day produce good economic results.

Her two 2016 drop sons have been kept for further 
stud use.
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Welcome to the 2017 edition of the Palmerston Coopworths 
newsletter. It’s been a busy year for us with the Kiwi 
Coopworth breeders descending on us for three days in May, 
the launch of our revamped website (palmerstoncoopworths.
com) and the usual work that goes with the stud. 

This year we had the numbers to do some heavy culling 
of our stud ewes and were assisted in this task by Terry 
Connell whose help was very much appreciated. At present 

we are unable to import NZ semen to Australia due to import 
restrictions imposed by our Federal Dept of Agriculture. This 
is unlikely to change in the short to medium term.

We have 156 high-quality rams selected for our sale, which 
is scheduled for 2pm on Wednesday 22 November. We look 
forward to seeing you there. However, if you are interested in 
looking at the rams pre-sale, please get in touch.

As I write this newsletter most producers have 
finished lambing and are well into lamb marking and 
by all reports it has mostly been a very successful 
lambing.

One of the NZ Coopworth breeders to come over 
for the NZ/Tasmania Coopworth Conference was 
Steve Wyn-Harris, the owner of Marlow Coopworths. 
Steve writes a weekly article for one of the NZ 
rural newspapers and he has kindly allowed us to 
reproduce part of one of these articles here.

“I’ve always relished the prospect of lambing and 
doing everything I can to get all the ducks in a row 
to give my girls the best opportunity to get as many 
live lambs on the deck as possible.

“Starting with identifying and then getting the best 
genetics possible. 

“The hoggets or two tooths need to be vaccinated 
for toxoplasmosis and campylobacter well before 
ram introduction.

“Next challenge is to get the flock up to decent 
weights and preferably no ewes with a condition 
score below three. This can be difficult following 
summer or autumn droughts but in these years 
the worm challenges are low so it is swings and 
roundabouts.

(Continued over page...)

STUD EWE 120123

STEVE WYN-HARRIS lambing

Bwt Wwt Pwt Ywt Pfat Pemd Pwec Ygfw NWL MCP+

0.69 7.5 11.0 11.5 -0.5 0.27 -28 15 25% 148
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Rams pre-shearing



WOOL PRODUCTION
The two main drivers of our maternal sheep are 
fertility and growth and the dollar based Index 
we use is strongly weighted in favour of these 
two traits. Prior to 2010 the Coopworth $Index 
was weighted 13% towards fleece weight, it then 
dropped to three per cent as the value of meat rose 
and the value of wool fell. Now wool scarcely rates 
in the value of a crossbred lamb operation. We have 
always tried to maintain a good fleece of lustrous 
wool and have been working to create a tighter tip 
to enhance pelt value. 

With the high Australian dollar and over supply it 
looks set to stay low for a while yet.

Breeding maternal sheep and selecting for five 
key traits as we do, we have never put downward 
pressure on micron. We have been indirectly 
reducing micron by trying to avoid the strong open 
fleeces that degrade pelt prices, but most of the 
high Indexed NZ sires are also in the greater than 
35 micron range. The introduction of Coopdale 
genetics has helped to fine the wool up a bit.

Now we are accomplishing our desired type of 
sheep and while NZ sheep semen is not available 
we might now apply some more downward 
pressure on micron. However, this is not a high 
priority because the other higher value traits take 
precedence.

NEW ZEALAND 
COOPWORTH 
CONFERENCE

The last 3 days of May saw us hosting the Coopworth 
Genetics New Zealand annual conference here in 
Tasmania. Thirty delegates travelled from all over NZ and 
a few Australians also joined in for a showcase three-day 
tour of northern Tassie. We based ourselves at Balmoral 
on York in Launceston and David Jack provided a 50 seat 
coach which he was quite prepared to take “off road” 
onto various farms.

First stop on Wednesday morning was “Eastfield” where 
the Bonds’ had just finished loading two semi-trailers of 
trade and heavy lambs. Georgie and Sam proceeded to 
explain their cropping and lamb finishing operation and 
how the two complimented each other and they also 
gave an insight into their feedlot operation.

The next stop was “Palmerston” by which time the frost 
had gone off and a cold, biting south westerly wind 
was coming off the mountain. We had all the stud ewes 
in and also the ram lambs so they were able to have a 
good look at the animals and get an understanding of 
our extensive use of NZ genetics. Justin Cooper from 
Gallagher sponsored lunch and also gave a demo of the 
Gallagher auto drafter drafting a line of ram lambs off by 
their respective sires via a spreadsheet and eIDs. Chris 
Thompson from Macquarie Franklin also gave a very 
interesting insight into the development of irrigation in 
Tasmania.

The last stop for the day was at Robbie Tole’s 
“Greenvale” property where Robbie explained his 
cropping and lamb trading operation. Robbie also 
had some concise figures on hand which had the Kiwis 
suitably impressed.

Dinner was held at the Tramsheds and we were able to 
welcome some of our Tasmanian clients to join the Kiwis 
and learn more about Coopworths and the farming in 
New Zealand.

Thursday morning we were on the coach again and 
travelled to Andrew Archers’ “Chester” property where 
he has been running the Longford Red Meat Group 
grazing trial in conjunction with MLA, Mac Frank and TP 

Jones. Andrew gave a good run down of the trial where 
lambs were rotationally grazed and set stocked on pure 
ryegrass and pure clover pastures. The trial site gave 
spectacular views of the Meander River and Western 
Tiers. The Kiwis were interested in fact that we had no 
restrictions on the use of fertiliser near waterways and 
they gave us the warning that it won’t be long before we 
do.

Next stop was smoko at St Patricks Inn in Westbury where 
Keith Rice gave a run down on the poppy industry. Then 
it was on the bus again to Trowunna Wildlife Park where 
we were given a guided tour. Everyone was impressed 
when the guide threw a dead possum to a pack of seven 
hungry devils who proceeded to literally tear it to pieces. 
One observer thought this was the best use of a possum 
they’d ever seen.

Phil Jarvie from Zoetis sponsored lunch at the Mole 
Creek Hotel and delivered an interesting presentation 
on vaccination tools and methods. We then went to 
Ashgrove Cheese where Paul Bennett gave an excellent 
presentation on the vertical integration and value-adding 
in the Ashgrove business.

Dinner was at Brickendon, and included a tour of the 
historic site with Richard Archer, a trans-Tasman wine 
tasting hosted by Fiona Chopping from Taste Walk 
Talk and dinner of Palmerston lamb prepared by Guy 
Robertson and his team from Mt Gnomon Farm.

The final day took in the Campbell Town Show and then 
to Landfall where Frank and Ed Archer gave us a good 
run down of their business, with a final afternoon tea 
soaking in the views and enjoying some fine Tasmanian 
wine at Tamar Ridge vineyard

Leanne and I have been to NZ Coopworth Conferences 
quite a few times so we modelled this tour on our 
experiences over there. The concept of staying 
and having meals together and travelling on a bus 
together over a few days works well. Information can 
be exchanged in a relaxed, casual manner and you get 
to know each other very well. We gave them a great 
insight into Tasmanian multi-enterprise farming for which 
they were very grateful. They were very impressed with 
the calibre of our young farmers and the passion and 
enthusiasm that they have for the industry.

Underneath the pack of devils is a possum being very 
speedily and noisily devoured.

Andrew Archer, Chester Partnership, giving the Kiwis a run 
down on the  MLA lamb trial.

    The last 18  
months have seen 
crossbred wool prices 
fall to levels not seen for 
around 10 years... 

MCP+ INDEX
In our 2016 Newsletter we explained the changes that 
were being made to the Maternal $Index and that we 
were using the MCP+ Index because it was putting 
downward pressure on adult weight. It seems some in 
the maternal sheep breeding industry weren’t happy 
about adult weight being capped so quite a few 
breeders, including some Coopworth breeders, elected 
to continue with the old Maternal$ Index. Lambplan 
are now reassessing their options and another survey is 
currently circulating among maternal breeders.

My personal view is that everyone is better off if adult 
weight is capped so we will continue to use the MCP+ 
Index. Therefore in our catalogue this year (as in 2016) 
you will only see the MCP+ Index.

“Some years ago, I was a contributing farmer in a big 
trial looking at factors influencing bearings and in the 
end the only valid recommendation was to get the 
extra weight off the ewes in that first trimester. I do 
this robustly and at the same time am able to use the 
flock to clean up after a growthy autumn like we have 
just had.

“I take about half a condition score off the ewes and 
it seems to work as to date I’ve lost just five bearing 
ewes from 1,450 and this after having been fed very 
well in the final trimester and throughout lambing.

“With the high-performance genetics we have now, it 
is very important to feed the ewes properly in those 
final four to five weeks before due date. There are 
so many more twins and triplets on board than the 
sheep of three decades ago that it can be a disaster if 
you don’t.

“My multiples are being fed almost ad lib and they 
consume a lot of feed. I’m comforted that as I shift 
them throughout July, the 1,100-1,200kg DM/ha 
that is left behind will still be there for set stocking at 
lambing.

“I’m endeavouring to grow decent sized lambs, build 
a big udder to maximise lamb growth and of course 
keep those vulnerable ewes steaming along.

“So there needs to be a good feed wedge going into 
July whatever conditions have been served up and 
all the sciences behind feed budgeting, subdivision, 
perhaps the use of a bit of strategic nitrogen and 
rationing.

“This year everything seems to have all fallen into 
place.”

When Steve says he takes the condition off his ewes 
“robustly” he’s not kidding, one mob we saw in May 
2016 were at least a full condition score below three.

STEVE WYN-HARRIS 
lambing (continued...)


